Winter Fantasies and Boreal Auroras of Iceland 8 days and 7
nights
8 days/7 nights
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Lagoon - Reykjavik .....Winter.....

GUARANTEED DEPARTURES - THIS TOUR IS OPERATED EXCLUSIVELY IN SPANISH

This tour offers a fantastic combination of places and activities to discover the south and west of Iceland and allows you to get an
overview of the land of fire and ice. Special one-week package that will allow you to tour the fascinating southern coast of Iceland
and the Snæfellsnes Peninsula, at a quiet pace. You will enjoy the wonderful landscapes that these regions offer with their
glaciers, lava fields, black sand beach and unmentionable waterfalls. To finish the trip in the best possible way, you will take a
relaxing bath in the thermal waters of the famous Blue Lagoon, which is surrounded by an impressive lava field. If the weather
conditions are adequate, you may see the northern lights.
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Day 1 Reykjavik

Arrival at Keflavik airport. The transfer to Reykjavik is not included in the tour. We will be happy to arrange the transfer to
Reykjavik by private or shared transport, let us know at the time of booking. If you arrive early in Iceland you can add one more
day to your tour. We will make suggestions according to your interests. One of our favorite activities after a long plane trip is to
visit one of the local geothermal pools. You may also be interested in walking through the old city center, visiting one of its
museums or having a coffee in a cozy cafeteria. Night in Reykjavik. Reykjavik offers a multitude of restaurants and / or cafes,
which makes dinner a great way to get to know Iceland's capital better. Free night. Dinner is on your own.
Important: Check-in time in most Iceland hotels is between 2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. (2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.). Please note that
early check-in is not included in the price of this trip.
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Day 2 Reykjavík –Snæfellsnes – Reykjavík

Buffet breakfast. The Snæfellsnes peninsula is a unique area with a variety of geological attractions such as lava fields,
volcanoes, glaciers, springs, beautiful lava formations, black sand beaches and caves. Known as the “essence of Iceland”, this
area concentrates all the variety of natural landscapes of the island in the quiet and remote natural park of Snæfellsjökull. In this
region is the Snæfellsjökull glacier, from which you will have a beautiful view during our day tour. This glacier and the natural
wonders that surround it inspired Julio Verne to write his famous novel "Journey to the Center of the Earth." On the tour you will
see Búðir, a very impressive area where you can admire a unique landscape composed of hills, lava field and a beautiful beach
and at the same time feel the proximity of the glacier. Arnastapi offers a good opportunity to walk along its beautiful cliffs.
Accommodation in Reykjavik.
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Dia 3 Thingvellir - Geysir – Gullfoss – Selfoss

Breakfast buffet. Start the day by visiting the fascinating Center of the Northern Lights in Reykjavik to attend an interesting and
informative presentation about the northern lights. After this visit we continue to the Thingvellir National Park (World Heritage
Site), where the oldest parliament in the world met for centuries, on the banks of Thingvallavatn, the largest lake in Iceland. It
leads to the town of Laugarvatn, located in a geothermal area. Here the group will make a tasting of hot rye bread served with a
delicious Icelandic butter. This bread has been cooked underground thanks to the existing geothermal energy in this region. It
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drives through crop areas to reach the geothermal area of ??Geysir where they are also solfataras and the famous Strokkur
geyser, which erupts boiling water every 10 minutes. Finally, the two-level waterfall of Gullfoss is visited, a spectacular visit in
winter since a part of the golden waterfall freezes during this time of the year. Dinner. Night in the Selfoss region.

Day 4 Southern Coast – Kirkjubæjarklaustur
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Breakfast buffet. Today we continue along the South Coast. One of the beautiful regions of Iceland to visit during the winter.
This is one of the main agricultural regions of the country. During the tour you can see some typical Icelandic farms, often with
Icelandic horses in the fields. Today we will visit the interesting Lava Center information center, in the town of Hvolsvollur. The
LAVA center is an interactive, high-tech and educational exhibition on volcanic activity, earthquakes and the geological creation
of Iceland millions of years ago. Enjoy the exhibition and a film about Icelandic volcanoes at the center's cinema. You visit two of
the spectacular waterfalls in this area, Seljalandsfoss and Skógarfoss. If the conditions of the trails allow it, you can walk behind
the Seljalandsfoss waterfall. Continuation of our tour through the region where Myrdalsjökull is located, the fourth largest glacier
in Iceland until reaching Reynisfjara beach, to take a walk along the black sand beach and admire the extraordinary basaltic rock
formations, and the thunderous waves of the Atlantic Ocean. Cross Eldhraun, vast lava fields created by an eruption in the 18th
century, on its way to the southeast of Iceland. The winter snows turn the landscape into a very mysterious scenario. Dinner.
Night in the Kirkjubæjarklaustur region.

Day 5 National Park Vatnajökull - Lagoon glaciar Jokulsarlon
Breakfast buffet. Today we visit the region of the Vatnajokull National Park and the Jokulsarlon glacier lagoon, located at the
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foot of the Breidamerkurjokull glacier. In Jokulsarlon you can enjoy an impressive view of the icebergs that float in the waters of
this lagoon, whose depth is 180 meters. Right next to Jokulsarlon is a black volcanic sand beach known as Diamond Beach,
where blue, white and transparent icebergs travel from the glacier lagoon and sit offering a wonderful landscape. Continue to the
Skaftafell region, a site of great natural beauty, integrated into the immense Vatnajokull National Park. The name of the park
comes from the Vatnajokull glacier, the largest in Iceland with about 8,000 square kilometers of extension. Later, observe
Svinafellsjokull, one of the most beautiful glacier tongues, which extends slowly from Vatnajokull. After an unforgettable day,
return to the hotel for dinner and overnight. Dinner. Night in the Kirkjubæjarklaustur region.

Day 6 Volcanic Areas - Hveragerði - Blue Lagoon - Reykjavik

Breakfast buffet. Departure to the Hveragerdi region, one of the few sites in the world located directly at the top of a geothermal
area. Hveragerdi is often called "the village of flowers" due to its many heated greenhouses thanks to the geothermal energy in
this area. Take the southern road and follow the coast with its incredible waves, pass through a deserted area where a thriving
community in the region was located. Travel through the lunar landscapes of the Reykjanes peninsula, a UNESCO heritage
geopark known for its unique geothermal activity. Here you will have the opportunity to take a relaxing bath in the famous Blue
Lagoon, a unique wonder of nature with warm waters, rich in minerals and located in the middle of an immense lava field. Return
to Reykjavik.
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Day 7 Reykjavik - Day at leisure

Breakfast buffet. Visit Reykjavik and discover each of the narrow streets of the city center. Night in Reykjavik. In Reykjavik the
museums are numerous, they portray both the city's history and the energetic artistic scene. One of our favorites is the
interactive museum about the first settlements of the Middle Ages in Reykjavik, the Settlement Museum, where you can observe
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the excavation of a Viking house, considered the oldest in Reykjavik. Or discover Iceland's hidden nature in an unusual way in
FlyOver Iceland, an interesting interactive experience. Stroll along the city's main shopping street and discover its art galleries
and craft and design stores. Take a tour of the city's promenades and enjoy the sea views. Visit one of the local geothermal
pools or have a coffee in a cozy cafeteria. There are endless ways to spend a great afternoon in the northernmost capital of the
world. Enjoy a last sunset in Reykjavik on your own. Night in Reykjavik. Dinner is on your own.

Day 8 Reykjavik Departure
Breakfast buffet. Please keep in mind that this may be a light breakfast if you take a departure flight early in the morning.
Transfer to Keflavík International Airport is not included, but we will be happy to help you book a shared or private transfer. We
recommend you go to the airport, 3 hours before your plane leaves.
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Rates in EUR

Rates per person sharing double or single room
2021
October 9*, 23*
November 27*
December 26**
2022
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January 22*
February 5* 26*
March 12*, 19*
* Departures Saturdays
** Departure Sunday Eur 2688 pp in twin/dbl, Eur 3588 in single
Double room: 2 388 Euros
Single room: 3 188 Euros

* Please keep in mind that prices change depending on departure dates
Accommodation for all departures
Day 1 - Storm Hotel
Day 2 - Storm Hotel
Day 3 - Hotel Stracta
Day 4 - Klaustur Hotel/Núpar Fosshotel
Day 5 - Klaustur Hotel/Núpar Fosshotel
Day 6 - Storm Hotel
Day 7 - Storm Hotel

Please note that this is a list of hotels subject to change.
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Rates valid

During the season 2021/202

Rates include
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Included
4 nights accommodation in Reykjavík, breakfast included
3 nights accommodation in rural area, breakfast included
Spanish speaking guide from day 2 to day 6
3 3-course dinners in rural area (days 3, 4 and 5)
Entrance to the Northern Lights Center in Reykjavik
Tasting rye bread
Swimming in the Blue Lagoon (towel, mask and a drink included) (day 6)
Kit for sighting northern lights (lantern and blanket) for use in case of sighting around
the hotel on days 4 or 5
Customer Service 24-hour helpline for emergencies while in Iceland
Does not include:
International flights
Personal travel insurance (recommended)
Arrival / Departure Transfers
Swimsuits in the Blue Lagoon (you can rent directly in the lagoon)
Drinks, snacks, lunches, dinners that are not specified in the itinerary
Check-In before hotel set time (please note that the check-in time at most hotels in
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Iceland is at 2 pm
Check-out after hotel set time No service not mentioned in the list of ‘included

Important notice

Important
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New year's Eve dinner not included, we advise you to reserve a table in a restaurant in
Reykjavik before your arrival in Iceland.
The northern lights are a natural phenomenon therefore the sightings cannot be
guaranteed.
Activity / Difficulty level: 1 of 5 (Very easy)
It is recommended to travel with the European Health Card (TSE)
Attention: we reserve the right to alter routes without prior notice in accordance with the
state of the roads.
The personal belonging of the traveler are not the object of the Dorothy Tours transport
contract and the passenger must be with you at all times. Dorothy Tours is not
responsible for the loss, deterioration or theft of luggage or personal items, so it
is extremely important that each traveler has a safe travel insurance to cover this
risk. Dorothy Tours reserves the right to change some services / hotels if necessary,
always keeping the same category and standard. Aurora Borealis is a natural
phenomenon that nobody can guarantee to be present at the moment of your visit to
this city. Dorothy Tours guarantees the services indicated above but does not guarantee
natural phenomena.
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